
Slab: Nueva XL Slab, Marble Grey 
Coping: Oasis Bullnose, Onyx

For a truly sleek and modern-looking project, Nueva® XL delivers a tile-like appearance with its smooth face, clean 

finish and subtly-chamfered edges. As part of the Nueva® collection, this 60mm (2.36”) slab was designed with 

the same alluring features and well coordinated colors to integrate perfectly with all of our Nueva® paver, slab, 

wall and step systems, to make product choices for your entire landscape project a breeze. Also fully compatible 

with our other 60mm products such as Molina®, custom design options can give your project an individual flair.

Nueva® XL Slab [60mm]  
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SPECIFICATIONS
Bundle Specifications Per Section Specifications

24x36 Slab
Width 600 mm (23.63”)
Length 900 mm (35.43”)

NUEVA XL SLAB Layers Sq. Ft. Lin. Ft. Pieces Weight Sections Sq. Ft. Lin. Ft. Pieces Weight

24x36 10 116.25 39.4 (soldier) 
59 (sailor) 20 3200 Layer † 11.6 3.9 (soldier) 

5.9 (sailor) 2 320

All Oaks Landscape products fully meet or exceed the latest version of CSA A231, ASTM C936, ASTM C1372 or ASTM C1782 as applicable to the specific product and area of sale.

Members of: 

Product representations shown in this publication are intended to convey the general color, texture and appearance of the product. 
Variations may occur in the manufacturing and printing process. Always select from an actual product sample.
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All Oaks Landscape products fully meet or exceed the latest version of CSA A231, ASTM C936, ASTM C1372 or ASTM C1782 as applicable to the specific product and area of sale.

Nueva® Collection
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design idea!
Nueva® XL Slab’s scale and depth is 
perfect for creating a simple, modern 
pathway or walkway. 

† Packaged with mesh between layers


